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ABSTRACT

VIRTUAL GARDEN

This paper covers the development of a home ambient
display, Virtual Garden, in the ambit of the Making Things
Interactive course at Carnegie Mellon University. Virtual
Garden indicates in a non-obtrusive way the home divisions
usage and lighting conditions. This visualization was
developed using the Java programming language and the
Prefuse library available at prefuse.org. The interactivity is
provided by the use of an arduino and two sensors: a
movement and a photo sensor.

The picture below illustrates the intended use of the system
of providing a home visualization that could bring Nature’s
relaxation inside your home.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual Garden is an animated visualization for indoor use.
The intent of Virtual Garden is to provide an interactive
home environment visualization that indicates the home
divisions usage and lighting conditions. The visualization
consists of a static grass background and sunflowers
moving on the foreground. An arduino and two sensors are
used to provide the interactivity of the visualization. A new
flower is added each time the infrared sensor detects some
movement. All flowers are removed from the visualization
if the photo sensor detects that the room is too dark.
The intent behind Virtual Garden is to provide a home
ambient display that provides a non-obtrusive awareness of
two variables: lighting conditions and level of human
activity in one or more areas of a home. Virtual Garden
remains in the background, out of the focus of the user until
noticed. A simple popping up or disappearing of the flowers
expresses a change in the home environment. The sense
making of the visualization is intended to occur throughout
the user(s) interaction and experience with the system. In
the process the user is able to know which divisions are
more or less used, which of them have more people
moving, entering and leaving and if the more used home
divisions are the most lighted.

Figure 1. Home interior visualization concept behind the
project

Virtual Garden is composed of a visualization and an
arduino system. This system is intended to be embedded in
a home decoration artifact such in a vase or a picture frame.
The visualization could be displayed with a projector or a
regular display.

Figure 2. System components
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The system is able to detect movement using an infrared
sensor and the lighting conditions of a room using a photo
resistor. A demo of the system is available at the following
address: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jgbztteA2k. In
the picture bellow can be seen the system detecting
movement and removing all the flowers of the visualization
when the environment gets dark.

Figure 5. Arduino circuit sketch

Software

Figure 3. System functionalities

Hardware

Figure 4. Used technological components, Arduino, infrared
and photo sensors, resistor, board and wires

The materials needed for doing this project were craft
material for doing the vase with the flower, a computer, an
arduino, an infrared sensor, a photo resistor, a board, a
resistor and wires.
The built circuit, to connect the sensors to the arduino, is
shown bellow. The sketch was made using “Fritzing”
software. “Fritzing is essentially an Electronic Design
Automation software with a low entry barrier, suited for the
needs of designers and artists. It uses the metaphor of the
breadboard, so that it is easy to transfer your hardware
sketch to the software. From there it is possible to create
PCB layouts for turning it into a robust PCB yourself or by
help of a manufacturer.” [3]

Figure 6. Virtual Garden system model

Two main parts compose the software behind the system:
the Arduino program and the Java program.
The Arduino program is responsible for receiving and
interpreting the values read from the sensors and
communicating the results to the Java program, so it can
perform changes in the visualization. The infrared sensor
detects 1 or 0, respectively if its detecting movement or not.
If the IR sensor is detecting movement the arduino warns
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the Java program that a flower needs to be added to the
visualization. The photo resistor detects a range of values,
minimum to maximum, indicating respectively, the most
dark and the most lighted the environment can get. If the
environment gets to dark the arduino sends a message to the
Java program to clear the visualization.
Prefuse

The Java program uses the Prefuse library to generate the
visualization. “Prefuse is a set of software tools for creating
rich interactive data visualizations. Prefuse supports a rich
set of features for data modeling, visualization, and
interaction. It provides optimized data structures for tables,
graphs, and trees, a host of layout and visual encoding
techniques, and support for animation, dynamic queries,
integrated search, and database connectivity. Prefuse is
written in Java, using the Java 2D graphics library, and is
easily integrated into Java Swing applications or web
applets.”[1]
Arduino

The software for working with the arduino can be
downloaded at arduino.cc. This website also gives support
for arduino beginners to get started programming and
building circuits using an arduino. “The open-source
Arduino environment makes it easy to write code and
upload it to the i/o board. It runs on Windows, Mac OS X,
and Linux. The environment is written in Java and based on
Processing, avr-gcc, and other open source software.”[2]

CONCLUSION

This paper covered the development of a home ambient
display, Virtual Garden, in the ambit of the Making Things
Interactive course at Carnegie Mellon University. Virtual
Garden indicates in a non-obtrusive way the home divisions
usage and lighting conditions. This visualization was
developed using the Java programming language and the
Prefuse library available at prefuse.org. The interactivity is
provided by the use of an arduino and two sensors: a
movement and a photo sensor.
Virtual Garden is an animated visualization for indoor use,
that provides an interactive home environment visualization
that indicates the home divisions usage and lighting
conditions. The visualization consists of a static grass
background and sunflowers moving on the foreground.
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